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ABSTRACT

The immediate goal of this study was to develop and validate a noninvasive, computational surface mapping approach for measuring scapular kinematics by using available motion capture technology in an innovative manner. The long-term goal is to facilitate the development of individualized surgical treatment plans and rehabilitation by determining the role of the scapula in children with brachial plexus birth palsy (BPBP) and other shoulder pathologies. The population for this study consisted of fourteen healthy adults with prominent scapulae; equivalent or better results are expected with BPBP patients, due to minimal soft tissue covering their scapulae. Subject-specific scapular templates were created using the coordinates of five scapular landmarks obtained from palpation with subjects seated and arms relaxed in a neutral position. The scapular landmarks were re-palpated and their locations recorded in the six arm positions of the modified Mallet classification. The six Mallet positions were repeated to create surface maps from a grid of approximately 300 markers covering the scapula. The scapular template created in the neutral position was iteratively fit to the surface map of each grid trial, providing an estimate of the orientation of the scapula. These estimates of scapular orientation were compared to the known scapular orientation determined from the scapular landmarks palpated in each Mallet position. The magnitude of the largest mean difference about an anatomical axis between the two measures of scapular orientation was 3.8° with an RMS error of 5.9°, which is an improvement upon existing non-invasive methods of measuring scapular kinematics.
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SPECIFIC AIMS

The immediate goal of this thesis was to develop a clinically applicable approach to measuring scapular kinematics in individuals with minimal soft tissue overlying the scapula. The long-term goal of this research is to improve treatment planning strategies for patients with brachial plexus birth palsy (BPBP) and other impairments of shoulder function. Standardized assessments such as the modified Mallet classification are frequently used to measure the degree of shoulder dysfunction (Bae et al., 2003), but these tests provide no insight into the scapula’s contribution. This is important, as treatment outcomes can be highly dependent on scapular function (Kozin et al., 2010; Nath et al., 2004; Vastamaki, 1987). However, current methods for measuring scapular kinematics have limitations (Kozin et al., 2010; Graichen et al., 2000; Bourne et al., 2009; Gomes et al., 2010; Karduna et al., 2001; Illyes and Kiss, 2006; McClure et al., 2001; van Andel et al., 2009; Bey et al., 2006; Meskers et al., 2007). The development of a precise, safe, and accessible clinical tool for the assessment of pre- and post-operative scapular function would have a positive impact on therapeutic and surgical interventions.

The approach in this study was to develop a clinical tool that can provide valid and reliable measures of scapular kinematics utilizing standard passive-marker motion capture technology applied in an innovative manner. Traditional motion
capture involves placing three or more markers on a rigid segment to track the kinematics of the segment. This approach fails when measuring scapular kinematics as the scapula moves freely under the skin surface (Bourne et al., 2009; Gomes et al., 2010; Karduna et al., 2001; Illyes and Kiss, 2006; McClure et al., 2001; van Andel et al., 2009; Bey et al., 2006; Meskers et al., 2007). Instead, the method described below took advantage of the overlying soft tissue surface deformation as the scapula changes position.

There were two specific aims associated with this approach:

**Specific Aim 1**

Ensure that subjects achieve matching arm positions between methods. Comparing a direct measure of scapular orientation with an estimated measure of scapular orientation required the subjects to achieve matching arm positions for both measures.

**Hypothesis 1**

Subjects will be recorded in arm positions that are significantly correlated with and not significantly different between the two measures for each Mallet posture.

**Specific Aim 2**

Develop and validate a computational algorithm to identify scapular orientation by fitting a scapular template to the surface formed by the soft-tissue overlying the scapula. Several methods to determine marker-to-surface distance and approaches to conditioning the surface formed from the grid markers were evaluated.
for best performance. Scapular orientation obtained by palpation with the arm in positions specified by the Mallet classification was compared to estimates of scapular orientation derived by fitting the scapular template to the grid surface. Orientation was described by helical axis in the coordinate system formed by the trunk markers.

**Hypothesis 2**

Scapular orientations determined with palpation will be correlated with and not different from scapular orientations estimated by fitting a scapular template to the surface formed by the grid of markers.
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BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

The immediate goal of this study was to develop a clinically applicable approach to measuring scapular kinematics in individuals with minimal soft tissue overlying the scapula. The long-term goal of this research is to improve treatment-planning strategies for patients with brachial plexus birth palsy (BPBP) and other impairments of shoulder function. Due to the difficulty of measuring scapular position and orientation, shoulder kinematics commonly describe the orientation of the humerus relative to the thorax, neglecting the important role of the scapula as an intermediary structure (Karduna et al., 2001). Abnormalities in scapular kinematics are associated with many shoulder pathologies, and improved techniques for evaluating the scapula’s contribution to these pathologies can benefit the assessment and treatment strategies for these individuals (Duff et al., 2007; Illyes and Kiss, 2006; Karduna et al., 2001; Meskers et al., 1998; van Andel et al., 2009). The critical information gained is also expected to drive future work in musculoskeletal modeling, clinical trials, and basic research that will add further insight into impaired shoulder function.

Existing methods used to evaluate the scapula remain problematic and have minimal clinical applicability (Illyes and Kiss, 2006; Uhl et al., 2009). Bone pins, magnetic resonance imaging and radiographic imaging are accurate, but are either...
exceedingly invasive, expensive, or involve radiation exposure (Bey et al., 2006; Bourne et al., 2009; Graichen et al., 2000; Karduna et al., 2001; Kozin et al., 2010). Traditional skin-based methods can only measure quasi-dynamic motion; subjects pause for static measurements at various increments throughout the arm’s range of motion (Meskers et al., 1998). Marker clusters mounted on the acromion process allow for dynamic motion (Illyes and Kiss, 2006; Karduna et al., 2001; van Andel et al., 2009), but have poor accuracy due to soft tissue deformation at the cluster base (Meskers et al., 2007). A moiré fringe projection technique is also being developed to determine scapular kinematics, but accuracy has not yet been demonstrated (Gomes et al., 2010).

It is imperative to accurately assess scapular function during treatment planning since variations in scapular kinematics can significantly impact intervention outcomes. For example, full range of scapular motion is required for positive outcomes following shoulder fusion procedures (Vastamaki, 1987), and contributions from the scapula lead to improvement in shoulder function following tendon transfers in BPBP patients (Kozin et al., 2010). Also, humeral osteotomies are frequently performed to improve humeral external rotation in BPBP patients, but those with scapular hypoplasia, elevation and rotation (SHEAR) deformity often exhibit poor results. The decision to undergo an alternative treatment strategy for SHEAR deformity is currently confirmed by 3D-CT, which increases the risk of future malignancy as children are especially susceptible to the detrimental effects of ionizing radiation (Kim and Newman, 2010; Nath et al., 2006).
Clinical and surgical decision-making for BPBP children also involves functional assessments, such as the modified Mallet classification, which are used clinically to determine shoulder function and predict outcomes (Bae et al., 2003). However, these assessments only examine the ability to perform certain functional tasks and do not provide information regarding the mechanisms utilized to achieve the motions (Fitoussi et al., 2009; Mosqueda et al., 2004). Additionally, some kinematic anomalies are too subtle to be detected by clinical exam alone (Fitoussi et al., 2009). In children with BPBP, the coracoid and acromion processes develop uncharacteristically due to traction from aberrantly functioning muscles. The entire scapula is often abnormally elevated, protracted and downwardly rotated (Kambhampati et al., 2006; Nath and Paizi, 2007). In addition to atypical position and morphology, previous studies indicate that the scapula may also function differently in children with BPBP (Braman et al., 2009; Illyes and Kiss, 2006; McClure et al., 2001; Uhl et al., 2009; van Andel et al., 2009). In BPBP patients, the scapular contribution to arm elevation is greater than average (Duff et al., 2007). Increased scapular movement while reaching for high objects is likely a compensatory mechanism to overcome the neurological impairments (Kozin et al., 2010); however, current techniques do not allow elucidation of compensatory kinematic strategies. Due to these subject-specific variations in pathology, the best treatment strategy is not always readily apparent (Thatte et al., 2011).

This study used widely available motion capture technology to determine scapular kinematics during the modified Mallet classification. Motion capture is typically performed by placing markers on superficial bony landmarks to track the
motion of a particular body segment. However, standard motion capture techniques do not work well for analyzing scapular kinematics, as the scapula moves freely underneath the skin (Bourne et al., 2009; Gomes et al., 2010; Illyes and Kiss, 2006; McClure et al., 2001; van Andel et al., 2009). The method described below takes advantage of soft tissue deformation associated with scapular orientation to extrapolate the position of the scapula beneath the overlying soft tissue. Because of the atrophy associated with palsied muscles, BPBP children tend to have less tissue covering the scapula (Hogendoorn et al., 2010) thus increasing its visibility beneath the skin. The increased visibility is often the result of scapular winging, which is an exaggerated separation between the medial border of the scapula and the thoracic wall, making BPBP patients ideal candidates for this technique.
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METHODS

Subjects

Fourteen healthy, young adults were recruited; two individuals were excluded for lacking a prominent scapula. Males (n=2) removed their shirts and females (n=10) wore a top that exposed the region of skin covering the scapula. The right shoulders of all subjects were tested. Informed consent procedures were followed in accordance with the institution’s human subjects review board.

Positions

Subjects were seated on a bench with their arms held in seven positions (Table 1). Position 1 was used to create the scapular template and positions 2-7 comprised the modified Mallet classification (Abzug et al., 2010).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Neutral position, i.e., arm relaxed at side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Abduction in coronal plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Hand behind back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>External rotation at 0° abduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Internal rotation at 0° abduction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Motion capture

A 10-camera motion capture system (Motional Analysis Corporation, Santa Rosa, CA) recorded the 3D positions of retroreflective markers on the subjects’ skin. For all trials, 6mm spherical markers covered the landmarks on the thorax and the humerus (Table 2) at locations specified by the International Shoulder Group (ISG) (Wu et al., 2005). A 6mm spherical marker also served as a reference point on the acromion process of the scapula for all trials.

Table 2  Retroreflective, 6mm spherical markers were placed on ISG recommended landmarks for the duration of data collection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thorax Markers</th>
<th>Humerus Markers</th>
<th>Scapula Marker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C7 spinal process</td>
<td>Medial epicondyle</td>
<td>Acromion process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T8 spinal process</td>
<td>Lateral epicondyle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suprasternal notch</td>
<td>Glenohumeral joint center *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiphoid process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Spherical fit trial

With the markers from Table 2 applied, a spherical fit trial (Hicks and Richards, 2005) was used to approximate the glenohumeral joint center for the humerus coordinate system as recommended by the ISG (Wu et al., 2005). The trial involved moving the arm in the coronal and transverse planes, then in circumduction.
Creating the scapular template

Subjects were seated in position 1 (Table 1) and a scapular template was created using the acromion process marker (Table 2) and 6mm 2D circular dots on the following palpated scapular landmarks: 1) acromial angle, 2) midpoint of scapular spine, 3) trigonum spinae, 4) midpoint of medial border, and 5) inferior angle. Precise midpoints were not essential as long as they were on the scapular spine and medial border. Palpation has been previously shown to be reliable and accurate in static positions (de Groot, 1997).

Validation trials

The same five marker locations used to create the scapular template were re-palpated in positions 2-7 (Table 1) to create validation trials (Fig. 1). If necessary, subjects received assistance maintaining arm position while markers were applied.

Figure 1 Validation trial of the hand behind back position with superimposed scapular and humeral orientations for demonstration purposes.
Grid surface map trials

Once all of the validation trials were completed, the markers used to create the scapular template were removed and replaced with a grid of approximately 300 6mm 2D circular dots with 12mm center-to-center spacing on strips of elastic tape (Kinesio, Albuquerque, NM, USA). The grid was placed over the skin covering the posterior region of the scapula (Fig. 2). The elastic tape conforms to the skin during movement, and the 3D positions of the markers in the grid form a surface map with the contours of the scapula evident. Subjects were instructed to achieve the same positions as in the validation trials (Table 1). For each Mallet position of the first seven subjects, three grid surface map trials were collected and the one with the humeral orientation closest to the corresponding validation trial was used. If the closest trial was not within a 15° difference in humeral orientation, the position for that subject was excluded. To improve upon this, software was developed to collect data with the remaining five subjects while comparing the orientation of the humerus relative to the trunk in real-time, so that humeral orientations between methods were within a specified range. Subjects first tried to achieve within a 2° difference in humeral orientation, but if this proved too difficult, these subjects were able to achieve within a 5° difference.
Surface fitting process

All markers were rotated into the ISG recommended thorax coordinate system (Wu et al., 2005). For positions 2-7 described in Table 1, the scapular template markers were systematically rotated as a rigid body in 1° increments about the three thoracic axes of the grid trial with the acromion process as the origin. The range of mathematical scapular rotation from the initial position at the center of the grid was large enough to encompass the maximum plausible movement of the scapula [20° protraction/retraction (Y), 40° medial/lateral rotation (X), 20° posterior/anterior tilt (Z)]. At each orientation of the scapular template, the absolute distances between each of the five scapular template markers and the grid surface map were summed. This was achieved by calculating the magnitude of distances relative to planes formed by applying singular value decomposition to the cluster of grid markers nearest to each scapular template marker (Fig. 3).
The summed absolute differences between the five scapular template markers and the grid surface map were expected to reach a global minimum when the orientation of the scapular template matched the orientation of the underlying scapula (Fig. 4). Visual inspection demonstrated that clear global minima were always contained within the 16,000 iterations, which confirmed that the 20° x 40° x 20° range was sufficient to include the actual location of the scapula.
Different algorithms for surface fitting and mathematically manipulating the grid surface map were tested to optimize results. Specifically, three algorithms, (1) degree of filtering, (2) grid density, and (3) the number of grid markers used to create planes nearest to each scapular template marker, were varied to identify conditions that most effectively fit the scapular template to the surface. The raw data of the grid surface maps contained approximately 300 markers. The data were filtered with 3rd
and 5th order polynomials and interpolated to contain 225, 400, 625 and 900 points. The number of grid markers used to create planes nearest to each scapular template marker was tested at 4, 5 and 6 markers. Estimates of scapular orientation derived by fitting the scapular template to the grid surface map in positions 2-7 of Table 1 were compared to the orientation of the scapula determined from the validation trial in the same position. Orientation of the scapula was described by the helical angle about each anatomical axis in the thorax coordinate system.

**Statistical analysis**

Each Mallet position was individually tested for differences using repeated measures ANOVA (SPSS 18.0.3) with method (palpation and surface map) as an independent variable. For both scapular and humeral orientations, the helical angles between methods were compared about each anatomical axis for a total of 36 ANOVA tests. Pearson’s r between methods was also determined for each anatomical axis in each Mallet position for a total of 36 correlations. P-values were set to .10 and .01 for repeated measures ANOVA and Pearson’s r, respectively. These p-values further strengthened the findings of this study because they are more conservative than the usual choice of .05 for a p-value. By requiring p < .10 for ANOVA, significant differences were more likely to be found between the surface mapping and palpation methods. Since the purpose of the study was to show that the surface mapping method is equivalent to the palpation method, this was a conservative choice. Likewise, by requiring p < .01 for regression, it was more difficult to find that results from the surface mapping method were correlated with results from palpation. Since the
purpose of the study was to show that the results from the two methods were correlated, this was a conservative choice. Additionally, root-mean-square (RMS) errors were determined to show variability of the data and for comparison to previously published results (Karduna et al., 2001).
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RESULTS

Sensitivity of filtering, grid density, and cluster size

After removing 2 of 14 subjects due to lack of a prominent scapula, 5 of 72 trials (12 subjects x 6 positions) were also removed because arm orientation exceeded a maximum acceptable difference of 15° between the paired grid surface map and validation trials. The remaining 67 trials were analyzed. For all positions, the grand mean RMS errors for the helical angles between scapular orientations of the validation and surface map trials were compared using different surface fitting conditions (Fig. 5). Various conditions worked best for individual positions of each subject, but the raw data with planes determined by the six nearest surface markers produced the best overall results.
Figure 5  Effect of surface fitting conditions on the goodness of fit. The sphere diameters indicate mean RMS errors for the resultant helical angles directly between scapulae of the validation and grid surface map trials. RMS errors were calculated across all subjects for each position, and the position RMS errors were averaged. Surface fitting conditions tested were 0th (raw), 3rd, and 5th order polynomials (red, blue, and green respectively); 15, 20, 25 and 30 interpolated markers per row (does not apply to raw data); 4, 5 and 6 nearest markers for plane determination. The smallest diameter sphere, corresponding to the best surface fitting conditions, was obtained with the raw marker data with planes based on the 6 nearest points.
Validation of surface mapping

Using the raw data with planes determined by the six nearest surface markers, the differences between best-fit and palpated scapular orientations were calculated (Table 3). The grand mean errors in humeral orientation were within 1° for each anatomical axis, meaning subjects were generally able to achieve matching arm positions between methods. Overall, the surface mapping method tends to find scapular orientations slightly more laterally rotated (-1.1°), protracted (1.1°), and anteriorly tilted (-0.5°) than actual scapular orientations. The maximum errors in scapular orientation about each anatomical axis were 3.8° of lateral rotation for the hand to neck position, 3.6° of protraction for the external rotation position, and 2.8° of anterior tilt for the hand behind back position.
Table 3  
Surface mapping results using raw data and planes determined by the six nearest surface markers. Mean errors and RMS errors represent the difference in helical angles between methods of scapular and humeral orientations in the thorax coordinate system. Five trials were excluded because resultant humerus error was greater than 15°. Significant differences in mean error were determined by repeated measures ANOVA for each anatomical axis of each position, with method (palpation and surface map) as an independent variable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Scapular orientation</th>
<th>Humeral orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean Error (RMSE) (°)</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abduction n = 11</td>
<td>X -2.3 (4.6)</td>
<td>.873**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y 0.8 (3.5)</td>
<td>.870**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z 0.6 (3.5)</td>
<td>.846**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand behind back</td>
<td>X 1.6 (3.2)</td>
<td>.862**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 12</td>
<td>Y 0.6 (2.3)</td>
<td>.959**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z -2.8 (5.0)</td>
<td>.694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External rotation</td>
<td>X -1.8 (4.2)</td>
<td>.723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 11</td>
<td>Y -3.6 (5.1)</td>
<td>.892**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z -2.4 (4.7)</td>
<td>.507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal rotation</td>
<td>X 1.7 (3.9)</td>
<td>.828**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 12</td>
<td>Y 2.6 (5.3)</td>
<td>.787**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z -0.2 (4.1)</td>
<td>.686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand to mouth n = 10</td>
<td>X -1.8 (4.2)</td>
<td>.792**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y 3.2 (5.1)</td>
<td>.850**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z 1.0 (3.2)</td>
<td>.756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand to neck n = 11</td>
<td>X -3.8 (5.9)</td>
<td>.822**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y 2.8 (4.2)</td>
<td>.939**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z 0.5 (2.9)</td>
<td>.938**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand mean</td>
<td>X -1.1 (4.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y 1.1 (4.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z -0.5 (3.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .10 for Mean Error

**p < .01 for Correlation
Comparison to existing methods

The largest absolute mean error for the surface mapping method was 3.8° with an RMS error of 5.9° in lateral rotation during the hand to nape of neck position of the modified Mallet classification. These results compare favorably with three existing studies (Karduna et al., 2001; Meskers et al., 2007; van Andel et al., 2009). Karduna et al. (2001) independently validated both an acromial method and a scapula tracker method to bone pins. Maximal RMS errors were 10° in medial/lateral rotation during horizontal adduction for the tracker method and 11.4° in protraction/retraction during abduction for the acromial method. Meskers et al. (2007) compared a tripod method to a skin-fixed recording method similar to the acromial method and scapula tracker method of Karduna et al. (2001), respectively. Maximal mean errors were 7° during forward flexion and 13° during abduction, both in medial/lateral rotation. van Andel et al. (2009) compared an acromion marker cluster to a scapula locator similar to the scapula tracker method of Karduna et al. (2001). Maximal mean errors were 6° for forward flexion and abduction and 8.4° in protraction/retraction during internal/external rotation at 90° abduction.
**Sources of error**

There are a few possible sources of error that can account for the differences in scapular orientation determined by palpation in the validation trials versus surface mapping. The elastic tape used to create the surface maps conformed to the skin very well in tension, but occasionally rippled under excessive compression near the acromial angle when the arm was elevated. However, these errors were mitigated because the rippling only affected the 6-point plane formed in the region of the acromial angle marker and thus the distance to it, which was summed with the four other scapular landmark distances. Other sources of error include or can be attributed to less than perfect matching of arm positions between the validation and corresponding surface mapping trials. This could be due to different spinal postures or shoulder shrugging that would cause the scapula to be in a slightly different orientation. Although some of the differences between surface mapping and validation trials were statistically significant, the errors are small enough to be clinically insignificant.

**Concluding remarks**

This approach is an improved method for noninvasive determination of scapular kinematics, and will provide the data necessary to gain knowledge regarding the scapula’s contribution to shoulder motion and the neuromechanics of shoulder pathologies. In addition to its research implications, this approach has potential for use in clinical medicine. Many clinics already have access to motion capture technology for gait analysis and can take advantage of the non-invasive nature of the surface mapping method for upper extremity analysis. Further refinement of this approach is
expected to provide physicians with the ability to obtain previously elusive information concerning scapular kinematics that can facilitate the formation of novel, patient-specific treatment plans directed at improving shoulder function.
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Appendix A

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

1. For both of our hypotheses, we chose ANOVA paired with Pearson’s r instead of intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) because we believe that ICC lacks the sensitivity to provide meaningful results about how comparable surface mapping is to palpation.

2. It may seem that the methodology forces subjects to have matching arm positions between the two measures for each Mallet posture, precluding a fair analysis of specific aim 1. This is necessary because we are interested in validating the computational algorithm of specific aim 2 and in order to do so, specific aim 1 is an assumption that must be met.

3. The software developed to provide real-time feedback of humeral orientation extracts coordinate data from the dynamic link library (DLL) of Cortex motion capture software (Motional Analysis Corporation, Santa Rosa, CA). Then in the thoracic coordinate system, it calculates the difference of the resultant helical angle between the humeral coordinate systems of the previously collected validation trial and the real-time grid surface map trial. When the helical angle is within the limit (2° or 5°), the software saves that frame of coordinate data.
4. Results from the surface mapping method compared favorably to existing acromial cluster and scapula locator methods. The acromial cluster method determines orientation from three sensors in close proximity to each other, so errors from soft tissue deformation at the base become amplified. The scapula tracker method must be manually manipulated to stay in contact at the correct points on the scapula, which leaves ample room for human error.

For the surface mapping method, we believe that the raw data worked best because the grid density was sufficient without being interpolated to increase the density at the expense of being filtered and smoothed. To prevent the possibility of using collinear points, clusters of at least four grid markers were needed to determine surface planes closest to each scapular landmark. We discovered that using less than six surface markers seemed to lack robustness and more than six surface markers were not necessarily close to each scapular landmark.
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